Agency for Human Relationship Regulation
Document model nº2013-1-2P-EN

Materialization of the implicit contract nº______________
Between :
Ms./M. _________________________

Ms./M. _________________________

(hereafter referred to as Partner 1)

(hereafter referred to as Partner A)

The following contract succeeds to a __ days period (trial period) of an erotic/love/friendrelationship before choosing its terms.

Founding Principals
This contract is based on the following founding principals:
• Equity: the parties of the contract are equal in rights and importance. Time, work, body of
each party has the same value.
• Goodwill: in any situation, each party will care not to attack his partner and hurt its selfesteem. The parties will support themselves in their projects and aims.
• Communication: each partner will take care in clarify its discourse to be understood, and not
expect the other to read his/her mind. A poorly transmitted message is not valid. In case of
doubt, an acknowledgement of receipt will be requested.
• Independence: each self is independent and autonomous. In any case will it be considered
that one partner is owned by the other one. That implies the respect of the intimacy and of
the private space of the partner.
But of course everything is negotiable. If the founding principals are to be modified, please detail
the new terms in the Standard Model Appendix 2013-1-A-EN.

Terms of the Contract
Check the box that correspond to the type of applied contract.
¨ Monogamous contract: any intercourse that would happen with a third party not named
in this contract will provoke its immediate breach.
¨ Tolerant monogamous contract: intercourses outside of this contract can be tolerated,
under the conditions to be defined in Appendix (model 2013-1-2PTMC-A-EN).
¨ Open relationship: for this type of contract, the parties are invited to set up ground rules
that will limit behaviors that provoke jealousy or sexual health concerns. Please define
the rules to be followed in Appendix (model 2013-1-2POR-A-EN)
¨ Group relationship: please refer to contract model 2013-1-GR-EN
¨ Anarchical relationship: you cannot fill any box of this contract, and will need a lot of
balance and self-esteem. Good luck.
¨ Organic (specify in 6 months): The type of contract will be organically agreed (specify
in six months after the signature of the contract).

Sex
Check the boxes that correspond to your agreement.
¨ None of the partner will force himself to satisfy the other.
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¨ The partner __ will be the sexual object of the partner __ (and respectively: ¨)
¨ The partner __ is encouraged to hit the partner __ during the intercourses (and
respectively: ¨)
¨ The partners commit themselves to a deep listening of the sensations of the other.
¨ The partners commit themselves with the study of sexual practices to improve the
pleasure during the intercourses.
¨ The partners commit not to be demanding when the libido is not even between the two
partners.
¨ The sex modalities will be organically agreed.

Work and leisure
Check the boxes that correspond to your agreement.
¨ The partners will support each other in their professional and personal development.
¨ The partners will leave an acceptable time frame for the relationship to exist and
develop.
¨ The partners do not commit in anything regarding the relationship shared time.

Money and possessions
Check the boxes that correspond to your agreement.
¨ The partners agree in not fostering a power relationship related to money.
In case of equity of income:
¨ The partners equally (approx.) participate in the costs relative to the relationship.
¨ The partner __ will pay for __% (approx.) more than the partner __ for the costs relative
to the relationship (the difference can be set up randomly).
¨ The expenses will be organically agreed.
In case of inequity of income:
¨ The partners equally (approx.) participate in the costs relative to the relationship.
¨ The partner __ will pay for __% (approx.) more than the partner __ for the costs relative
to the relationship (the difference can be set up randomly or related to the difference of
income).
¨ The expenses will be organically agreed.

Maintenance of the common spaces
Check the boxes that correspond to your agreement.
¨ The cleaning tasks will be equally distributed.
¨ The partner __ will clean __% (approx.) than the partner __ (modalities can be detailed
in the Standard Model Appendix 2013-1-A-EN).
¨ The cleaning distribution will be organically agreed.
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Neurosis and Psychosis
Check the boxes that correspond to your agreement.
¨ In case of problems related to mental health (depression, anxiety, paranoia, excessive
jealousy, hallucinatory psychosis, phobic neurosis, schizophrenia, etc.), the affected
partner commit to activate a problem resolution in the two months (60 days) that follow
its diagnosis.
¨ In case of problems related to mental health (depression, anxiety, paranoia, excessive
jealousy, hallucinatory psychosis, phobic neurosis, schizophrenia, etc.), the affected
partner do not commit to activate a problem resolution.

Children
It is necessary to complete this contract with the Appendix 2013-1-CH-EN model as soon as the
partners get to know that one child is on his way.
This Appendix is evolutive, as every model contract, but cannot be canceled, unless in the case of
the loss of the children.

Revision of the contract
This contract is evolutive and shall be reconsidered every six months, at least, or every time one of
the partner feel the necessity.

Termination of the contract
The contract will automatically be breached when one of the partner express the clear will to do so
(no agreement is needed).

